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1. S T A F F
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Karlsson, Vigner, doc (1964)

Lundgren, Leif, doc (1SS8)
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Ribbing, Carl-Gustaf, doc (1966)

Roos, Arne, TeknD (1972)

Sandlund, Lars, civ ing (1983)

Svedlindh, Peter, civ ing (1980)

Timner, Lis, sekr (1973)

Valkonen, Esa, civ ing (1980)

The number in brackets indicates the year the member became affiliated

to the Solid State Division

*) Member of the International Seminar in Physics, Uppsala



2. R E S E A R C H P R O J E C T S

Summaries of current research projects are given. References (000)

refer to our internal publication list, see ch 7, publications.

2.1 MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF DISORDERED SYSTEMS

2.1.1 Relaxation effects in spin glass systems

(0. Beckman L. Lundgren, P Nordblad and P. Svedlindh)

In order to study relaxation phenomena in spin glasses at very long

times a miniSQUID magnetometer is under construction. The magneto

meter is designed for use in a storage vessel for liquid helium, which

allows continuous measurements for a period of at least two weeks. The

purpose for such long time measurements is to realize a detailed study

of the approach towards equilibrium of the spin glass phase, which

according to our previous measurements on metallic systems occurs at

10 sec, at the spin glass frezing temperature.

Our previous investigations on spin glasses have exclusively been

devoted to metallic systems. Forthcoming studies are also going to

include non-metallic spin glasses. In a joint project with Dr J Ferré

(Université Paris-Sud, Orsay) we have studied measurements on the

semiconducting spin glass Cd _Mn. Te. The introduction of non-
0.6 0.4

metallic systems in our studies is important in order to be able to

extract the unifying properties of different species of spin glasses.

2.2 MAGNETIC STRUCTURES AND PHASE TRANSITIONS. MAGNETIC DOMAINS.

2.2.1 Neutron diffraction measurements on hexagonal FeGe (B35)

(J. Bernhard, B. Lebech, 0. Beckman)

Iron monogermanide, FeGe, is known to exist in three polymorphs with

monoclinic, hexagonal and cubic structures. Hexagonal FeGe orders in

an antiferromagnetic c-axis collinear structure at 410 K in zero

magnetic field. As mentioned in the annual report 1982/83 neutron

diffraction measurements shows that the spins tilt away from the c-

axis below 57 K and form an antiferromagnetic double cone structure

with the moments predominantly along the c-axis as shown in Fig. 1.



Fig. 1 Crystal structure (P6/mmm) of
hexagonal FeGe (a=5.002 Å, c=4.055 Å).
The arrows on cones indicate the direc-
tions of the Fe-atom spins of the pro-
posed double cone structure below 55 K.
The turn angle per layer has been incre-
ased for illustrative reasons.

The cone half angle increases with decreasing temperature to «• 14 at

4.2 K, as can be seen in Fig. 2, but its temperature dependence shows

a pronounced kink at 30 K indicating a phase change at this

temperature. The interlayer turn angle, for the basal plane moment

component is 194.4 Ä independent of temperature below 57 K. This

corresponds to a periodicity of >* 100 Å.

~r

— Beckman et al (1972)
v Forsyth et ai (1978)

o • This work
Fig. g Cone half angle deduced

neutron diffraction
Also shown are the

determined by

from

experiments.
cone half angles
Forsyth et al (J.Phys. F£ (1978),
2195) and calculated by Beckman
et al (Physica Scripta i (1972),
',51).

TEMPERATURE(K)



Below 3 G

been seen in earlier puised riciv magrijtization and magnetoresistance

measurements. At 4.2 K with magnetic field perpendicular to the c-

axis, transitions have been seen at B .-. i . 4 T and B" = 4.7 T. With
c

magnetic field parallel to the c-äxis a spin-flip transition occurs at

6.9 T.

In cooperation with 6. Leöecn, Ris# National Laboratory, Roskilde,

Denmark, neutron diffraction n.easurements have been done with field

applied perpendicular to the c.-axis. The intensity of the (1.0.W2±.q)

satellites was followed as function of field. At 4.4 K the (0.0.1/2.*q)

satellite intensity shows an abrupt decrease at 1.4 T, but the

satellite intensity does not 90 to zero as would be expected if the

basal plane moment component flipped to the c-axis. For fields above

B , the satellite intensity decreases until B' = 4.Y T. Above B' the
c c c

satellite intensity shows only a very slow decrease with increasing

field, and satellites are still observed at 9.4 T (Fig. 3). The

intsrlayer turn angle is a In .ost independent of applied field

(407,423).

Kela
c "*' '"•> ' t^ela increasing

5K o 1QT Magnet Field increasing and decreasing
25 K o 4 T Magnet Field decreasing

cus2

0.402

0.352 -
NO)

0.202

0.102

0.00
i. b 6

FIELD ALONG [1201 (T)

10

Fig. 3. Magnetic field dependence of the (0,0,1/2*.q) magnetic
satellite intensities. The magnetic field was applied in the [120]
reciprocal lattice direction (real space a-direction).

In earlier measurements the transition at B = 1.4 T with B I c have

been interpreted as a change to a coliinaar structure. However, since

the (0,0, l.±q) satellite intensity does not vanish above B (or B'),

our neutron diffraction data suggest that the modulated magnetic

structure persists above both B i.nr* R' for a field applied

perpendicular to the c-axis.



A preliminary magnetization measurement on hexagonal FeGe with B||c at

5 K in the new 12 T magnet has also been done. The result is shown in

Fig. 4. The spin flip transition is easily seen in the figure.
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Fig. K. Preliminary measurement of magnetization as function of field
with the new vibrating sample magnetometer in the new 12 T magnet. The
temperature was 8 K and the field was applied along the c-a>is

More neutron diffraction and magnetization measurements in high fields

are in progress as well as neutron diffraction measurements on cubic

FeGe.

2.2.2 Dynamic properties of the reentrant superconductor ErRh B .

(P. Svedlindh, L. Sandlund, D. Blank and J. Flokstra)

Tetragonal ErRh B is a reentrant superconductor, characterized by the

temperatures T * 8.7 K and T * 0.9 K.
cl c2

Polycrystalline and single

crystalline samples of this material have been extensively

investigated by a large number of research groups within the field of

magnetic superconductors. Although a massive amount of results have

been obtained almost no results deal with the dynamic behaviour of a

magnetic superconductor.

In cooperation with the Group of Low Temperatures at the Department of

Applied Physics, Twente University of Technology, The Netherlands,

dynamic susceptibility as well a^ static magnetization measurements on

a polycrystalline sample of ErRh R have been performed. Although the

main purpose of these investigations has been to study the dynamic

behaviour, static magneti?ation measurements are needed to explain

basic features of tne dynamic susceptibility and to determine the
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magnetic ground state of our sample. The ground state multiplet of

the free Er *-ion, is believed to be split into doublets by the

crystalline field. High field magnetization measurements in a new

Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (p 37) on our sample seem to confirm

this (Fig. 5). The sample does not become saturated even at as high

fields as 11 T. Together with high temperature susceptibility

measurements (Fig. 6) in a SQUIO Magnetometer, these results will be

used to determine the magnetic ground state, which is of importance

when analysing the dynamic behaviour.

Fia. 5. Magnetization as a
function of applied magnetic
field at T=4.2K.

Fig. 6- Inverse of the
magnetic susceptibility as
a function of temperature.

Ba = 1 . 10"
4T.

300 T(K)

The dynamic susceptibility was studied by means of two experimental

set-ups, a Mutual Inductance Bridge and a SQUID Susceptometer. The

Mutual Inductance Bridge covers the frequency range 20 Hz < u < 40 kHz

and the experiments are performed, at a fix frequency, by sweeping the

applied magnetic field. Typical results for the low frequency region,
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using a spherical sample, are shown in Fig. 7. Both the in-ohase (x)

and out-of-phase (x") components of the magnetic susceptibility, as a

function of the applied magnetic field, are visualized.

Fig. 7. Complex
susceptibility, x = X'-X". >*
a function of applied magnetic
field at T = 4.2 K. The
amplitude of oscillating field
B < 1 . 10~S.

4.0

The frequency response of the complex susceptibility in the

paramagnetic region, is satisfactory explained by the theory of eddy

currents. Including a paramagnetic susceptibility, x . the complex
P

susceptibility can be calculated according to:

3

cotka
ka

1

1
,2 21

k a

P

- 1
1

1
•X

P
•i'"'
k = (

6 s (t u u o v)
-1/2

a = radius of sphere

Analysing our results with the use of this formula, a good fit was

obtained with o - 1.86 x 107 (Öm)"1 (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8. Comparison between experiments and theory of eddy currents at
an applied dc-field of B 1.15 T. Filled circles represent
experimental values and open triangles theoretical values.

The SQUID Susceptometer, in connection with a Digital Phase Sensitive

Oetector. covers the frequency range 2 mHz < v < 3 kHz and the

experiments are performed, at a constant applied magnetic field, by

sweeping the frequency of the alternating field. Typical results of

the complex susceptibility in the paramapnetic region are shown in

Fig. 9. where also the corresponding Argand diagram is included. x

represents the isothermal value of x'- As can be seen from the figure

a paramagnetic relaxation process occurs at low frequencies. The field

dependence of this relaxation is visualized in Fig. 10 as Argand

diagrams.

Fia. 9. Complex susceptibility,
X = X* -ix". as a function of
frequency of oscillating field
at 4.2 K in an applied dc-field
of B = 1.6 T. Also included is
the corresponding Argand dia-
gram.



E(Rh4B4 v a = 154 T
o - 1.64 T
• ^ 173 T

L

i
OiO 0)2 X' °14

Fig. 10. Argand diagrams in the frequency range 0.1 Hz < u < ICO Hz
at T = 4.2 K for various applied dc-fields.

In the measured magnetic field region, 0.8 T < B < 2.5 T, the value
a

of the relaxation time is almost independent of the applied magnetic

field, T «• 0.1 sec. Another importand feature in this field region is
that x Ix 0.7, independent of the applied magnetic field,

represents the adiabatic value of x'- Similar characteristic features

have been found in single crystals of ErRh Sn
1.1 3.6

To fully understand the mechanism of the observed paramagnetic

relaxation behaviour, a more extended set of experiments will be

performed. The relaxation process will be experimentally studied with

the sample in vacuum (the thermally isolated case) as well as in

liquid helium surroundings and as a function of temperature and

applied magnetic field. Especially, the relaxation phenomena close to

T will be studied.

2.2.3 Stress dependence of the magnetization in non-oriented SiFe

(C. Bengtsson)

This project has been initiated jointly by the Division of Solid State

Physics and by ASEA AB in order to find methods of calculating the

effect of mechanical stress in magnetoelastic transducers. The aim is

to theoretically describe the magnetization curve of non-oriented SiFe

and how this curve is influenced by mechanical stress. A model based

on minimization of the free energy of the material has been developed

(358,359) and have proved to well reproduce the features of the

magnetization curve as well as its response to stress. Fig. 11 shows
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a c a l c u l a t e d m a g n e t i z a t i o n curve f o r 2.7 7. SiFe together w i t h

200 H (A/m) 60 C

f j.g . 1_1 Solid line: calculated
magnetization, unstressed state.
Broken line: experimental curve,
unstressed state.

In the model, the interaction between different grains is taken in

account by considering the magnetic stray fields arising at the

boundaries. Mathematically, the problem consists of minimizing a non-

linear function of many variables !12 to 16) under non-linear

constraints. This is numerically a difficult problem, and much effort

has been made to find efficient numerical routines for this purpose.

In connection with this, a certain cooperation with the Numerical

Algorithms Group in Oxford, U.K., has been established.

A final report of this project has been presented in September 1984.

'he future of the project is presently under discussion.

2.2.4 Magnetic stray fields at grain boundaries in Goss oriented SiFe

(C. Bengtsson and H. Pfutzner)

Stray fields appearing at grain boundaries in demagnetized SiFe sheets

of type HI-B (Nippon Steel Corp.) have been investigated and recorded

by means of a micro Hall plate in connection with a computer-

controlled scanning system (419). Fig. 12 shows one of the studied

grain boundaries together with the corresponding measured field

profiles for different values of tensile stress applied in the rolling

direction (r.d . ) .

The measured stray fields and their variation with applied tensile

stress, have been interpreted in terms of a simplified model for the

stray field generation at the boundaries. The model has proved to

qualitatively explain the observed field profiles. The field



measurements have also been correlated with the domain structure at

the boundary.

SURFACE

t 3
(b)

Fig- 12
(a) Studied grain boundary, no tension 0 applied, M is the saturation
magnetization, (b) measured normal field profiles along line A in (a).
(Sheet in coated status).

This work wa- carried out m cooperation with Institut fur Grundlagen

und Theorie der Elektrotechnik, Technische Universitet, Wien.

?.2.5 Shear and pressure induced domain modifications in SiFe sheets

(C. Bengtsson and H. Pfutzner)

The aim with this proHect has been to study how more complex stress

distributions, likely to appear in transformer cores, affect the

domain configurations and thus the local technical characteristics of

the sheets. The different stress distributions studied are related to

specific areas in a transformer core, and the hope is to obtain

results of practical value m the construction of transformers.

Compression normal to the r.d. was found to give positive effects

comparable to those of tension applied in the r.d. (432). The main

change in the domain structure occurs, for relatively low pressures ( «»

1.5 MPa for stacked sheets), and hence it might be possible to use

this effect in a beneficial way by increasing the tension in the core

bandages. Torsion was on •..,,<: other hand shown to lead to negative over

all effects on the properties of the sheets (418).

This work was carried out in cooperation with Institut fur Grundlagen

und Theorie der Elektrotechnik, Technische Universität, Wien.
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2.3 ITINERANT ELECTRON MAGNFUSM

(L. Norriborg, P. Gustafsson a no" H. Ohlsen)

?. 3. 1 Measurements of the cyclotron jr'nit .^-factor in platinum and

palladium.

The basic investigations of th* Fermi surfaces of platinum and

palladium by means of the diivA-te :hni'vje some ten years ago revealed a

pronounced anisotropy of tf.e cyclotron orbit g-factor in these metals.

The development of technique; to carry out spin polarized band

calculations, which are capable of predicting g-xactors in transition

metals has resulted m a renewed interest in cyclotron orbit g-

factors. At the same time the availability of high magnetic fields (8-

15 T) has made it possible to perform measuremencs on harmonics of the

oscillatory part of the magnetization (dHvA-e-^fect) in transition

metals .

A detailed study of the anisotropy of the cyclotron orbit g-factor

(g ) of the T-centered shoet in platinum and palladium has been

performed. (325, 360, 408), see Figs 13, H , 15. We have discovered a

substantial anisotropy of g over large portions of the f-sheet in

both platinum and palladium. Our detailed study has also revealed new

features of the spin splitting zero (SSZ) contours. Whenever the

ratio between the Landau level spacing and the Zeeman splitting (both

linear in B) are equal to (n + 1/2), where n is an integer, the dHvA

amplitude will vanish. This constitutes the condition for a SSZ in a

specific direction and for al"1 magnetic field strengths. This makes it

possible to measure g . Compared with earlier reported measurements in

the vicinity of [110] the SSZ-contours are more complex than

previously reported for both metals. By studying the harmonic content

of the dHvA-oscillations it has also been possible to establish SSZ-

contours for the second harmonic over substantial parts of the f-

sheet, which have not been reported before, see Fig. 13.



110

Fig. 13. Stereographic plot, in the basic 1/48:th of the Brillouin
zone, of the SSZ contours on the C-sheet in platinum. The coarse
solid lines indicate SSZ's of the fundamental and the dots and crosses
indicate SSZ's of the second harmonic. The weak solid lines are
contours of constant effective cyclotron masses. Earlier reported SSZ
contours are indicated in the small triangle in the upper left corner
of the figure.

110

Pig. 14. Stereographic plot of the SSZ contours on the ("-sheet in
palladium. Measurements of the SSZ"s performed in this work are
indicated by dots and those from previous measurements are indicated
by squares. The weak solid lines are contours of constant effective
masses from WKH. The SSZ contours a- presented earlier are indicated
in the small triangle in the upper left corner of the figure.
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The a-orbit in both meta i s has also b'ien studied mainly in agreement

with earlier recorteo mes s ..recftnl.s. However, more detailed

descriptions of its properties have been achieved.

We will further investigate- these metals with the new magnet system

(12 tesla) now installed The increased magnetic field will

drastically improve the possibilities to detect higher harmonics of

the dHvA signals, thus giving much better accuracy in the

determination of the anisotropy of g . iridium will also be included

in our measurements.

We think that these measurements will constitute a good basis for

comparison with band structure calculations, aiming at a possible

understanding of coupling between g-factors and the variation of the

character of tre wave functions used in band calculations.

2.3.2 Theoretical aspects of tho cyclotron orpju g-factor

There have been several calculations of the conduction electron g-

factor in Pt and Pd, both average values and point g-factors, showing

a notable deviation from the free electron value and a high anisotropy

due to spin orbit interaction. A recent high field calculation of the

point g-factor for Pd includes an »yrh^nqe-<. orrelation potential which



should givp g-factors comparable with the Stoner enhanced g-factors

reported by us. These calculations reveal a clear anisotropy and an

average of the g-factors for the f-sf.eet well above 5.

We have started to calculate the band structure of Pd by using the

LMTO-method. All parameters for Pd, Pt and Ir to be used in an LMTO

calculation are known and since these metals are all fee structures,

the band structures are easily obtained also for Pt and Ir. With these

band structures it is possible to calculate to what extent the

anisotropy of the g-factor can be explained by spin-orbit interaction

(in first order perturbation theory). Previous calculations show that

the effect of this perturbation is large only at specific points on

the Fermi surface of Pd and this will play an essential role in the

evaluation of g-factors. These theoretical studies will then be

compared with our measurements on the anisotropy of the conduction

electron g-factor in Pd, Pt and Ir. This is done in cooperation with

the Institute of Quantum Chemistry.

?.3.3 Dilute magnetic alloys

A few years back extensive studies were performed within the group on

the dilute alloy systems Pt(Fe) and Pt (Ni) and some preliminary

studies of Pd(Ni). These magnetic alloys all exhibit ferromagnetic

exchange interaction and can be studied by means of the de Haas-van

Alphen effect where the phenomena connected with spin splitting zeros

reveal information about the Zeeman splitting of conduction electrons.

The effect of iron impurities in platinum was drastic. The iron

impurities constitute giant moments in the host matrix and these

moments stand for the large part of the susceptibility increase when

iron is added to platinum. But also a significant increase of the

Zeeman splitting of conduction electrons was found, indicating a

further enhancement of the Stoner itinerant magnetization with iron

concent.

The effect of nickel in platinum was found small in the dilute limit.

No change of the itinerant magnetization was detected although a

change could be expected to be comparable to the experimental

resolution.

Nickel in palladium showed a strong effect on the ccnajction

electrons. We have performed further experiments on Pd(Ni) at a lower
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fly nh^prumn thp rprnrripd signal of thp low frenuency at a known

Bessel argument, a calibration of the sensitivity of the detection

system can be determined. This Calibration may then serve to find also

the absolute amplitude of the higher frequency. This can be done as

the ratio between the frequencies is known and consequently the Bessel

argument for the higher frequency is known.

The method has been adopted to the dHvA-frequencies of the ct- and the

T-orbit at [100] in platinum (409). The a- and f-orbits in palladium

havs also been investigated. Due to strong interactions between these

orbits and the X-pockc?ts it was not possible, however, to make

accurate determinations of the absolute amplitudes by this method.

Further experiments are possible for the noble metals where convenient

couples of frequencies exist.

2.4 ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE

2.4.1 ESR in minerals.

(S. Haraldson, P. Paulin)

a' Mn in Wollastonjte

Wollastonite is one of the natural forms of CaSiO a triclinic

crystal. The angle a is. however, very close to 90°, (a = 90.03°). The

unit cell contains 15 atom;,, and there are three different Ca +-sites.

This means, that if Mn 2 + substitutes Ca2*, it has a choice of three

sites. From our spectra, it is clear that Mn -ions are found in all

three positions, since three different spectra can be seen, see Fig.

17. It appears that the axes of the spin hamiltonian almost coincide

for the three positions, but the magnitude of the crystal field

splitting is different. It also looks as if the hyperfine splitting is

very slightly different in the three cases.

A calculation of the crystal field with the Electric Field Gradient

method was undertaken and gave a result in qualitative agreement with

the recorded spectra. The complication of the situation demands,

however, a more refined calculation before we can try to simulate a

spectrum, which is the only sure way to obtain the spin hamiltonian

parameters in a complicated spectrum like this.
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Fig. 17.
ESR spectrum of CaSiO -Mn2+. The absorption derivative dP/dB as a
function of applied field.

The study of the red variety of c rundum (Ruby) was continued. In

general the specimens of natural origin showed broader Cr +-resonances

than the synthetics, as was suspected.

Unfortunately some overlapping was noted and therefore no clear

distinction between natural and synthetic crystals is possible with

the aid of ESR in the x-band.

2.4.2 FMR in metalasses

(S. Haraidson)

In connection with the visit to our department by Dr. Zdenek Frait,

Prague, a joint project in ferromagnetic resonance (FMR)

investigations of amorphous metals was started.

At Uppsala the temperature dependence of the FMR signal was

investigated with our equipment, where the sample is heated inside the

cavity and the temperature is monitored during the run of the

spectrum.

materials were studied. Fe Ni 8 which showed aTwo different

"normal" behaviour, and Cor,Ni FeSi B „, which revealed rather
n o 1 0 \i 1 1 1 6

peculiar properties. When the sample was heated to about 300 C a

second resonance developed at a much lower field than the normal FMR-
line. When the temperature wa? kept, at 100 c, this <=-xtra line grew
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with time. Simultaneously the ordinary line grew, went down in field

and became sharper (Fig. 16). When the sample was cooled to room

temperature the extra line disappeared, at *50°c it was weakly visible

but upon renewed heating to «« 300 c it reappeared as before the

cooling. Upon further heating this line first grew but at about 350°C

it started to become weaker. It was, however, discernible up to *60°C,

where the sample was magnetically completely destroyed.

Thus, it appears that this material developes a second magnetic phase

in the interval 300°c-450°C. Further studies of this second phase is

needed.

Figure 18.

Absorption derivative dP/dH (arbitrary units) as a function of field
and temperature, a) First run at room temp, b) Temperature just reach
•" Q 3 0 0 c) Sample kept at 300°c for «• *0 hrs. d) Sample cooled to
150 c. e) Sample cooled to room temperature. In b) and c)
sensitivity is six times higher than in a), d) and e). In d and e the
field region for resonance (2) is also shown with the higher
sensitivity.



2.*.3 Oxygen free radicals

The investigation of oxygen free radicals in cooperation with

Pharmacia has continued. Especially the production of these radicals

by leucocytes has been studied with the aid of the spintrap DHPO. The

main result is that the leucocytes can produce either 0" or OH"

radicals, depending upon the stimulant.

Leucocytes were suspended in a phosphate buffered solution containing

DMPO and a stimulant was added, whereupon spectra were repeatedly run.

After 10 to 15 minutes spectra of the spin adducts had developed.

When PHA (Phorbolmyristatacetat) was used as a stimulant, the spectrum

was typical for a mixture of trapped (T and OH' radical. The mixture

was due to the fact that the 0^ adduct DHPO . O0H decays to DHPO . OH.

the OH' adduct. To prove that only 0~2 radicals were generated the

experiment was repeated with the addition of SOD (superoxide

dismutase), which destroys the Q~ radicals before DHPO has had time to

trap them. In this experiment no signals were seen. When, however, an

immune complex was used as a stimulant, no trace of a spectrum trom an

0~ spin adduct was detected, only DMPO . OH was seen. Thus in this

case only OH' radicals were generated (Fig. 19).

»70 MIS Figure 19. Spectra of trapped
radicals, generated by leucocytes
a) Leucocytes stimulated by PHA
b) same as in a) but SOD added
c) Leucocytes stimulated by an

immune complex.

3170 MtO
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2.5 SOLAR OPTICS

2.5.1 Diffuse transniittance in SnO -films

(Janez Marinko and Thommy Karlsson)

The equipment for aerosol generation connected to the pyrolytic oven

has been extended to allow independent control of the amount of dopant

solution to be fed into the aerosol. In particular this technique made

it possible to increase the amount of flourine doping in the SnO -

films.

Special attention was given to the diffuse transmittance of the

pyrolytic films and the possibility to reduce it by polishing the film

surface. The interesting observation for SnO -films was that only for

films produced in the interval 350-380°c could such a reduction be

obtained. Figure 20 shows an example of transmittance spectra before

and after polishing.

* *

fig. 20.
Diffuse transmittance spectra
for pyrolytic tin oxide films
a) after polishing
b) before polishing

• M U M » •

The absence of polishing effects for higher pyrolytic temperatures is

believed to be caused by scattering centers in the bulk of the film or

in the film/glass interface.

25.2 Optical properties of thin Tic N -films.

(Thommy Karlsson, Björn Karlsson and C-G. Ribbing)
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Opaque films of TiN, TiC and Tie N , were prepared by rf reactive

sputtering. The rrflectance ipectra of the samples were measured over

the wavelength range 0.195-50 pm. In Fig. 21 reflectance spectra for

TiC N. art shown. Sample composition as indicated. The reflectance
x 1-x

values were used for Kramers-Kronia calculations of the optical

constants.
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Fig. 21. Reflectance spectra for five different compositions of

7n order to establish the extrapolation in the UV, oblique incidence

data with p-polarized light were recorded at a few visible and UV

wavelengths. With these procedures it was possible to derive the

optical constants for the samples available. The optical constants

thus derived, were used in optical matrix calculations for 10-75 nm

thick films of TiC N on glass. The glass-substrate was assumed non-

absorbing with a refractive index n = 1.5. In Fig. 22 we give the

calculated transmittance curves for a 30 nm thick film of Tic N. on
x 1-x

glass.

40
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.

i
thickness = 30 nm
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0.25 050 1.0 2.0 6.0
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Fig. 22. Transmittance curves
for TiC N . Numbers 1-5
refer tS compositions given in
Fig. 21.
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As predictable from the bulk reflectance (Fig. 21), the transmittance

peak is systematically shifted towards longer wavelengths with

increasing carbon content. The reflectance and transmittance spectra

obtained from the matrix calculation were later analyzed with respect

to colour coordinates. In these calculations the CIE tristimulus

colour-matching functions and the standard solar spectrum of air mass

1.5 were used.

The colours that can be attained according to our calculations are

indicated in the standard chart in Fig. 23. The results are specified

quantitatively in the inserted diagram in Fig.23 for films 30 nm

thick.

.300 .350
value of x .400

Fig. 23. The CIE colour coordinates for 30 nm TiC N films on glass.
Sample composition as in Fig. 21. x

The colours in reflectance are changed from golden yellow for TiN to

greyish, silver for TiC. In transmittance the change is less dramatic,

starting from the blue region into about the same neutral as for Tie

reflectance. The shift of the transmittance peak with carbon content

has been experimentally verified for one set of semi transparent

films. The system TiC^N^ is a unique heat-mirror material in that

colour control can be achieved by changes in stoichiometry alone

(428).
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2.5.3 Noble metal films in window coatings.

(E. Valkonen, B. Karlsson and C-G. Ribbing)

The use of noble metal films, both single and in multilayers, in

transparent heat mirrors for energy conservation purposes, is limited

by the film homogeneity problems. It is well-known that below a

thickness, d the noble metal films looses its bulk optical

properties and the selectivity becomes poorer, d deoends on
limit

preparation technique, substrate etc. In an earlier work we have shown
that evaporated silver films have their d . . around 100-120 JL

limit

Ouring a two weeks research visit to Loughborough, England, Esa

Valkonen prepared thin silver films by DC magnetron sputtering. The

sputtering unit was equipped with an rf coil between the target and

the substrate. This coil was fed with 25-100 M, 13.56 MHz power to

sustain the plasma down to lower Ar-pressures, than otherwise would

have been possible. The films were prepared in the range 0.4-31 mtorr

Ar-pressure, and the silver films, 5-20 nm thick, were deposited on 1

mm glass substrates. The thicknesses were determined by three methods:

Tally step surface profiling, comparison with calculated normal

transmittance data at .555 urn and fitting of normal reflectance,

transmittance and oblique (60°) incidence transmittance for polarized

light, T to calculated values. The optical measurements were
b U

performed with our standard equipment in the 0.3-50 pm wavelength

range. The integrated parameters T and R where calculated and the

results are depicted in Fig. 24. In this figure the results obtained

for evaporated silver -films and the hypothetic curve obtained from

calculations using published optical constants for thin silver films

are included.

100
RIR

SO-

50

Fig. 24. T vs. R for sputtered
(triangles! and evaporated (dash-
dotted) silver films on 1 mm glass
substrates. Open triangles refer to
films sputtered at low pressure
(0.4 - 0.7 mtorr) and filled to
higher sputtering pressures (25 -
31 mtorr). Full curve is calculated
from optical constants for bulk
silver

100
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The conclusion from these studies is that DC magnetron sputtered

silver films exhibit a better selectivity than evaporated films. The

improved selectivity for sputtered silver films can be explained by

better uniformity of the films. At present we are not in able to

specify to what factor in the preparation method the improvement

should be ascribed.

In an another study we have performed multilayer calculations by

optical matrix methods for dielectric/noble metal'dielectric systems

on glass. The optical constants for the metals were taken from the

literature. The thicknesses of the dielectrica were varied to maximize

the integrated parameters T or T

We have found that Ag is superior for maximizing the transmittance

over the narrow visible wavelength range owing to the low internal

absorptance. When solar energy transmission is considered, multilayers

based on Au are the best choice for d > 15 nm. For thinner films, Ag
me

is still to be preferred. The optimum optical thickness of the top
dielectricum in layers for maximized T or T is in the range 100-

sol eye "
120 nm and it is independent of metal thickness.

2.5.4 Bandstructure properties of heat mirror materials.

(Thommy Karlsson and Björn Karlsson)

The majority of the published works on heat-mirrors are focused on a

limited number of materials like the oxides of In and Sn or of thin

noble metal films. In this project a literature search for Orude like

non-conventional materials with documented optical properties was

carried out. This indicated that compounds as TiN, ZrN, HfN, LaB ,
6

GdSe, IrO RuO , ReO. and Na WO are all Drude-like, i.e. they have a

high and constant IR-reflectance and a plasma-edge displaced towards

the visible region. A study of the bandstructures of these materials

shows strong similarities. All compounds have the Fermi-level situated

in an unfilled d-band complex. This conduction band is separated from

the lower lying p-bands by an energy-gap. Low energy interband

transitions are supressed by low transition probability between ri-

bands.
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Fig. 25. Spectral reflectance
and transmittance of a 25 nm
thick GdSe-film on glass.

In order to reveal the interesting selective properties, the

reflectance and transmittance of thin films were calculated from

available optical constants. The calculations were carried out for a

number of thicknesses and some representative curves are presented in

the Figs 25,26,27. The figures indicate the potentially good

selectively transmitting properties. Especially the sodiumbronzes show

a combination of a extremely high visible transmittance combined with

a high NIR-reflectance.

Fia. 26. Spectral reflectance
and transmittance of a 50 nm
thick Re03-fiim on glass.

0 -
U Oil 2 k 8

WAVELENGTH (>jm)

0-

Fia. 27. Spectral reflectance
and transmittance of a 100 nm
thick Na W03-film on glass.

08 1 2 4 8
WAVELENGTH ipm)



It is proposed that moderately doped WO can be used as an alternative

to SnO and In,0 as thick film transmitting heat reflectors.

2.5.5 Absorption in window coatings (Thomiry Karlsson, Esa Valkonen, Arne

Roos and C-G. Ribbing)

The effect of optical absorption in window coatings for energy

conserving windows has been studied. Spectral measurements on

laboratory prepared single films on glass and commercial coatings were

made. In Fig. 28 the spectral absorptance of evaporated noble metal

films and pyrolytically sprayed tin-oxide on 1 mm glas is plotted and

also three commercial coatings on 4 mm glass. Free carrier absorption

is the major absorption mechanism for all curves in Fig. 28 in spite

of their different shapes.
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Fig. 28. Experimental absorptance curves for a) laboratory samples
and b) commercial coatings as indicated.

The copper and gold films have strong interband absorption for X < 0.5

urn, while silver has low absorption in the whole solar spectrum since

the plasma edge is below 0.3 urn. The absorptance maximum for SnO • Sb

occurs at the plasma wavelength, where the behaviour changes from

transmission to reflexion. The magnitude of the peak depends on the

thickness of the film and the mobility of the conduction electrons

(443).

The absorption of solar radiation in the different types of heat

mirror coatings has also been included in calculations of the net

energy transfer through a double-glazed window. Me find from the

calculations that, independent of solar intensity, about 70 I of the
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absorbed solar energy is transferred to the room as useful heat. The

results show that copper and gold are better materials than silver for

heat-conserving window coatings, but tin-oxide coatings have the best

performance among the investigated alternatives

2.5.6 Ageing tests of heat mirror coatings

(Thommy Karlsson, Esa Valkonen and C-G. Ribbing)

In a technical application of transparent heat mirror coatings the

long term durability is of decisive importance. We have analyzed the

various ageing factors with respect to their importance for different

types of coating which have been suggested. Fig. 29 shows the results

of a preliminary investigation effects of heat treatment on the IR

reflectance.
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Fig. 29. Decrease of infrared reflectance for 15 hours of heat
treatment at the temperatures indicated.

The diagram shows the decrease of infrared reflectance as a function

of heat treatment in air for 15 hours at the temperature indicated.

The degradation mechanisms are likely to be different for the

different materials: gold film becomes more discontinuous while TiN

oxidizes. SnO is apparently very stable.

2.5.7 Observation of diffuse interference.

(Arne Roos, Mikael Bergkvist and C-G. Ribbing)

The optical reflectance from any surface can be separated into a



specular and a diffuse component, the latter being the result of

scattering from irregularities in the interfaces oetween different

layers or within the bulk of the surface. Conventionally the

scattering of light is treated separately from the typical phenomena

of geometrical optics. E.g. in the classical derivation of

interference completely specular behaviour is assumed.

To detect scattered radiation, measurements can be performed with an

integrating sphere. Our spectrophotometer, a Beckman 52*0 UV-VIS, is

equipped with such a sphere and, furthermore, the diffuse component as

well as the total hemispherical reflectance can be measured

separately. The specular component can be obtained by subtracting the

diffuse component from the total.

We have studied copper oxide on copper as a candidate for the

absorbing surface in thermal solar collectors and we found that this

tandem exhibits oscillations in the diffuse reflectance which are

oppositely phased to the ordinary interference fringes. This effect is

surprising since it is not predicted by the Fresnel formalism (or by

any of the current theories describing scattering from a surface.) The

oscillations in the diffuse reflectance are very strong as can be seen

in Fig. 30, which shows the reflectance of an evaporated copper film

partly oxidized in air at 190°c. it -hould be noted that prior to

'OOP Cu-mt.al
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Cu-metal

fig^_3£. Reflectance vs
wavelength for oxidized
evaporated copper, showing
the peaks in the diffuse
component.
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oxidation the copper film was completely specular, and that the maxima

in the diffuse reflectance for the oxidized film reach as high as 30

I . If the oxide film is removed by etching in HCL, the peaks in the

diffuse scattering disappear but a weak diffuse signal remains which

decreases with wavelength in accordance with standard scattering

theories. This shows that some surface roughness has been induced



during the oxidation process, anrl the oscillations in the diffuse

reflectance are obviously connected not only to this roughness between

the oxide and metal but also to the interference effects of the film.

Thermally oxidized Ti-electrodes have been studied in collaboration

with the Inst. of Phys. Chemistry at Uppsala University for possible

use in photovoltaic solar calls. Oscillations in the diffuse

reflectance were also found for this tandem (Ti/TiO ), as can be seen

in Fig. 31. Prior to oxidation the sample showed less than 1 I diffuse

reflectance above 300 nm. The sample was oxidized for 4 hours

Fig. 31. Reflectance vs
wave-length for oxidized
polished Titanium, showing
the peaks in the diffuse
component.

in air at a temperature of 700 c. After oxidation the maxima in the

diffuse reflectance is higher than 20 I. When the sample was polished

after oxidation the diffuse reflectance was found to disappear at

wave-lenghts shorter than 350 nm i.e. when the oxide starts to absorb

while still having as high diffuse reflectance as 15 I for longer

wavelengths. This shows that the metal/oxide interface is rough, and

this roughness must be the result of the oxidation process.

Furthermore a growth study was made, the results of which shows that

the oscillatory behaviour in the diffuse reflectance does not appear

until a sufficiently thick oxide is formed.

2.5.8 Selection of oxides for tandem absorbers

(Björn Karlsson and C-G. Bibbing)

An earlier report has been revised and extended. The aim is to specify

conditions on the oxide of an interference controlled tandem absorber

which gives a low interference maximum in the visible reflectance. Our

pew approach is to assume that the oxide is a true in-,ulator with

neglible absorption in the NIR-range. With this assumption and some
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standard approximations, isoreflectance contours for the interference

maximum can be calculated in the nk-piane ct the oxicg as shown in

Fig. 32.
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Fig. 32. Isoreflectance curves for an oxide metal tandem absorber in
the nk-plane of the oxide. Full contours for transition metal
like substrate and dashed for noble metal like. Points are
experimental optical constants.

The contours in Fig. 32 are similar to those obtained in the original

version (353), but the positions of the experimental points shift

significantly which improves the agreement with the few experimental

points available. The results in Fig. 32 a!.-o suggest that a k/n-ratio

of - 0.45 is optimum for the oxide in a tanoem absorber (424).

2.5.9 Optical determination of oxide thicknesses.

(Arne Roos)

The steel and metal industries are often faced with the problem to

analyse tha coatings that appear on the metal surface after orocessing

the material. It is important to find not only the composition of

these coatings but also their thickness. At the Swedish Institute for

Metal Research (IM) a depth profiling method has been developed for

this purpose. It is based on what is called Glow Discharge Optical

Spectroscopy (600S) and the surface being analysed is sputter etched

in a high voltgage plasma at an Ar-pressure of a few millibars. The

elements from the surface appear in the plasma and the emitted

radiation is analysed in an optical spectrometer. In order to
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calibrate this instrument and determine the etching rate parameters,

which differ for different oxide coatings, collaboration has been

established between IM and the Solid State Physics group. There are

several methods to determine film thickness, but not many are suitable

when the coatings are grown in a chemical process. One way is to

measure the spectral optical reflectance and compare with a calculated

reflectance curve. This method works very well if the optical

constants (complex refractive index) of the oxide coatings and the

base metals are known and when the surfaces are reasonably flat. It

can be used for a very wide range of thicknesses but the best results

are achieved when one or a few interference fringes appear within the

measured spectral range. Copper oxide on copper has been studied

within this project and it has been found that in this case the

results are satisfactory. In Fig. 33 a spectral retxectance curve for

a Cu o/Cu coating is shown together with a calculated curve.
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The main problem in the present project is to establish the optical

constants of the oxide coatings. In some cases these can be found in

the literature, but more often this entails growing these oxides on

quarts substrates and measuring optical reflectance and transmittance.

In doing so it is important to control the stoichiometry of the films.

.5.10 Evaluation of a solar collector for district heating.

(Arne Roos)

In collaboration with Uppsala Kraftaktiebolag (UKAB) a concentrating

solar collector has been tested and evaluated. The collector consisted

of a line focussing parabolic mirror and a glass covered steel tube

with a black selective coating. The total area of the collector was 66
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2
m . The solar radiation was continuously focussed on the collector

tube with an electronic (sun) tracking system.

One of the advantages with this type of collecting system is that the

actual collecting area is small and hence the thermal losses can be

kept small. It also permits a higher operating temperature than a flat

plate collector and because of the tracking system the sun is at a

near normal angle of incidence most of the time. Furthermore it is

capable of collecting energy considerably longer than 12 hours per day

during the summer season.

The more serious disadvantages are that the efficiency falls to zero

as soon as the sun is behind a cloud and that this system requires a

considerable amount of mitintainance. It is also of vital importance

that the parabolic mirror is exactly focussed onto the collector tube.

In this context it can be mentioned that when the collector was

originally mounted, nearly half of the 160 parabolic mirror segments

were mounted the wrong way. This together with some other

misalignments made the efficiency as low as 25-30 7..

Properly aligned and focussed and with cleaned surfaces the efficiency

reaches about 65 t at a collecting temperature of 80°c. This is close

to the theoretical maximum of ̂  75 Z and shows that this type of

collector can operate with a high efficiency provided it is properly

adjusted.
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3. I N S T R U M E N T A T I O N

Important experimental facilities are listed. Improvements are

commented upon.

3.1 SUSCEPTIBILITY AND TORSION MEASUREMENTS

SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device) magnetometer.

-12 2
Sensitivity 2 x 10 Am in magnetic moment. Applied field by

superconducting magnet, max 0.15 T. Temperature range 4.2-300 K.

Vibrating sample magnetometer (L.Sandlund) A new VSM for operation in

the temperature range 2-300 K at an applied magnetic field up to 12 T

has been constructed (431). A synchronous motor provides pure harmonic

oscillations of the sample and of a reference current coil. The signal

generated in the reference pick-up coils is compared with the sample

signal in a lock-in amplifier. The output from the amplifier is

connected to a PID unit, which generates a current in the reference

current coil, directly proportional to the magnetic moment of the

sample. Experimental data are shown in Fig 4, p 8 and Fig 5, p 9.

Sensitivity 1 x 10 Am in magnetic moment. Applied field by

superconducting magnet, max 12 T. Temperature range 2 K-300 K. Sample

size, max 12 mm.

- 8 2
Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). Sensitivity 5 x 10 Am in

magnetic moment. Applied field by electromagnet, max 1 T. Temperature

range 2-300-1100 K. Sample size, max 5 mm.

Torque magnetometer for magnetic anisotropy measurements. Sensitivity

10 Nm. Applied field by electromagnet, max 1 T. Temperature range 3

K-400 K.

3.2 RESISTIVITY AND THERMAL EXPANSION

Resistance Bridge. AC bridge for resistance measurements with four

probe technique in the temperature range 4.2 K-300 K.

Dilatometer. Electromagnetic detection of position ..ith a sensitivity

of 0.4 A. Temperature range 4.2 K-300 K.



3.3 MAGNETIC RESONANCE

Varian V 4502 ESR X-band spectrometer with two variable temperature

accessories 100-370 K and 300-800 K respectively and a liquid helium

cryostat. High accuracy magnetic field measurements with an AEG proton

resonance fluxmeter.

Microwave generators in the range 3-6 GHz with stripline resonators.

3.4 OEHAAS-VAN ALPHEN EFFECT

The dHvA effect is studied by the field modulation technique in two

separate superconducting magnets.

8 tesla macnet. Field homogeneity 0.01 Z over 12 mm, bore 25 mm. The

magnet can be tilted *_ 3.5 degrees, allowing for in situ correction of

sample orientation. Temperatures down to 0.5 K obtained by a He-

cryostate. The instrument is connected to a data acquisition system

for direct on line data analysis.

12 tesla magnet. Field homogeneity 0.001 I over 10 mm, bore 40 mm.

The magnet is tiltable *_ 3.5 degrees. Temperatures aown to 0.3 K

obtained by a He-cryostate. The instrument is connected to a data

acquisition system.

3.5 THIN FILM AND OPTICAL EQUIPMENT

UHV-evaporator is run jointly with the Electronics department. It is

equipped with high current thermal evaporation electrodes, a Varian 2

kW electron gun and quartz-crystal film thickness monitor.

Evaporation unit. Conventional, oil-diffusion pumped evaporator

Edwards 306 with quartz crystal film thickness monitor.

Spectrophotometer. A Beckman 5240 UV-, VIS- and NIR-spectrophotometer

for the wavelength region 0.2-3.0 urn. It is equipped with an

integrating sphere, allowing both the total and diffuse components of

reflectance and transmittance to be measured between 0.35 and 2.5 pm.

Nicol polarizers and a variable angle attachment have been aquired so

that specular reflectance-measurements with polarized light up to an

angle of incidence of 60° can be performed.



Spectrophotometer. A Perkin-Elmer 983 IR spectrophotometer for the

wavelength interval 2.0-55 urn. The instrument is equipped with an

AgBr-polarizer and reflectance attachments so that specular

reflectance measurements up to an angle of incidence of 60° can be

performed.

Calorimetric Emittance Meter. The emittance meter which determines the

total hemispherical emittance of a sample has been equipped with an

automatic control system. A digital Pi-regulator makes it possible to

reach thermal equilibrium at the desired temperature much faster than

with manual operation (368).

Oxford CF100 flow-crvostat equipped with two double spectrosil windows

fitted into a Beckman DK 2A spectrophotometer for the wavelength

interval 0.35-2.4 tim. The variation of transmittance with temperature

can be measured in the temperature range 10-300 K with a temperature

stability of about ± 3 K

3.6 LOW TEMPERATURE CRYOSTAT

Dilution crvostat for specific heat and magnetization measurements.

Min temp «• 20 mK.

3. 7 HIGH FIELD MAGNETS

Superconducting magnet 8T. Field homogenenity 0.01 I over 12 mm, bore

25 mm. Equipped with a 3He system for min 500 mK for DHVA-effect.

Superconducting magnet 12T. Field homogeneity 0.00U over 10 mm.

Bore 26 mm with modulation coil attached, 40 mm without. Magnet

tiltable *_ 3.5 degrees. Two experimental inserts are available. One

He-cryostate insert where 300 mK can be reached and one He flow

cryostate insert for temperatures between 2 K-300 K.

For a test run with the new magnet we have studied the quantized Hall

effect on a silicon MOSFET sample, which we received from Technical

Research Centre, Esbo, Finland, by courtesy of J. Heleskivi and L.

Grönberg. According to theory the Hall resistivity goes through

plateau steps at (1/i)(h/e2), where h/eZ = 25.81 kQ. In Fig. 34

plateaus are shown for the integer values i - 4, 6, 8, 12.
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fig. 3». The quantized Hall effect in a silicon MOSFET sample from
Technical Research Centre, Esbo, Finland. Sample current 1 uA.
Plateaus in the Hall resistivity are shown for i = 4, 6, 8, 12.

3.8 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

One data acquisition system is based on zilog Z 80 microcomputer units

interfacing the experimetnal setups with a Nord 100 minicomputer. A

12-bit A/0 - D/A converter and a HP 7220 plotter is implemented in

this system. Another system consists of a HP 9826 computer and HP 3497

control unit.
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4 . E D U C A T I O N A L A C T I V I T Y

4.1 UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

The division has the main responsibility for the undergraduate

training of engineering students in Solid State Physics. Courses:

4.3 Solid State Physics, basic course

14.1 Solid State Physics, advanced course (electrical science)

14.2 Solid State Physics, advanced course (electrical science)

Part of course 4.16, Thermodynamics.

4.2 DIPLOMA WORK. SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Lars Sandlund: "Vibrerande-prov magnetometer för supraledande

13.2 T magnet i temperaturomrSdet 1.5-300 K*

(UPTEC 83 125 E, Dec 1983 (431))

Mikael Georason: "Inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy*

(UPTEC 84 40 E, April 1984)

Pär Nordlund: "Modellbyggnadsstudier pS likartade proteiner*

(Wallenberg lab. UPTEC 84 84 E, Sept 1984)

4.3 GRADUATE COURSES

"Low temperature technique". Part of graduate course at Institute of

Physics (L.Lundgren).

"Effective media-theories for optical properties" (C-G Ribbing).

4.4 AWARDED DEGREES

Biörn Karlsson was awarded "docent" (title only) in solid state

physics, Sept 1983

Lars Nordborg was awarded "docent" (title only) in solid state

physics, March 1984
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4.5 GUEST SCIENTISTS

Prof Henrvk Szvmczak. Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences

Warszaw, Poland, March 26 - April 2, 1984. Spin glasses.

Prof E. P. Wohlfarth. Imperial College of Science and Technology,

London, England. May 14 - 20, 1984, spin glasses.

Prof Zdenek Frait. Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences, Prag,

May 13 - 27, 1984. Ferromagnetic resonance.

Member of the International Seminar in Physics:

Ali Asqar. PhD, Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology

BUET, Dacca, Bangladesh. Sept - Dec 1983. Magnetization measurements.

4.6 SEMINARS

1983, Sept 15, FD Anders Törne. Centrala utv-lab. ASEA: "Kerreffekt
för bestämning av fältstyrka i dielektriska vätskor".

Sept 22, Prof. Marek Cieplak. Warszawa: "Nature of ordering
in spinglasses".

Sept 29, Dr. M. Ali Asqar. Bangladesh University of Engineering
8r Technology. Dhaka: "The phenomenology of magneto-
elastic intgeractions in crystalline and amorphous
materials".

Oct 6, Civ.ing. Thomas Jarstad: "Optical properties of steel
oxide films".

Oct 13, Cw.ina. P. Gustafsson and civ.ino. H. Ohlsén:
"dHvA och hogfaltsmagneter". Intryck från en studie-
resa till Nederländerna.

Oct 20, TeknO Arne Roos: "Some impressions from the SPIE's
27th Annual International Technical Symposium".

Oct 27, FD Jorge de Sousa Pires: "Mätning av barriärhöjden

Nov

mellan metaller och halvledare".

3, Dr. E. Fiaueroa. ASEA. Västerås: "Ferrofluids,
physical properties and applications".

Nov 17, TeknO Arne Roos: "Datorbaserad litteratursökning".

Nov 24, Prof. Olli Lounasmaa. Low Temperature Laboratory.
Helsingfors: "Towards zero kelvin".

Dec 1, Doc. Ulrik Gelius. Fvsikum: "Some solid state
physics related projects at the Institute of Electron
Spectroscopy and Surface Science".



Dec 8. Doc. C-G. Ribbing:
in metallic films"

Thickness dependent absorption

Dec 15, Forskningschef L-H Andersson. FOA. Ursvik: "Porer
i oxidskikt på aluminium framställda genom anodisk
oxidation i sur lösning".

Feb 9, Civ.ing. Lars Sandlund: "Magnetometer för den nya
supraledande magneten".

f-"eb 16. Prof. Olof Beckman: "Energilära - En ny lärobok i
termodynamik".

Feb 23. A. Bengtsson. Inst. för metallforskning. KTH: "Analys
av metallytor med GDOS-teknik (Gilow discharge
Optical .Spectroscopy)".

March 1, Doc. Lars Nordborg (Dccentföreläsning): "deHaas-van
Alphen tekniken. Dess användning och utveckling".

March 8, FK Per Jernberg: "Mössbauer spectroscopy - current
projects".

March 15, Civ.ing. P. Svedlindh: "Research at the Low Tempera-
ture of Physics group at the Technical High School of
Twente, Holland".

March 22, Civ.ing. Lennart Ward: "Laser spectroscopy at fast
ion-beams".

March 29, Prof. H. Szvmczak. Institute of Physics, Polish
Academy of Sciences, Warszaw, "Magnetoelastic inter-
action in amorphous alloys".

April 5, Civ.ing:s J. Bernhard. P. Gustafsson and H. Ohlsén:
"Intryck från EPS-konferensen i Haag, Holland".

May 10, Civ.ing. Claes Bengtsson: "Forskningsaktiviteter vid
Tekniska Högskolan i Wien".

May 17, Prof. E.P. Wohlfarth. Imperial College of Science and
Technology. London: "The magnetism of amorphous
alloys".

May Zk , Dr. Z. Frait. Institute of Physics. Academy of
Sciences. Prag: "FMR in amorphous metals".



5 . E X T E R N A L A C T I V I T Y

5 . 1 CONFERENCES

Claes Bengtsson participated in the Intermag. Conference in
Hamburg. April 10-13, 1984.
Oral presentation:
"Stray fields at grain boundaries in demagnetized stress
coated HI-B sheets". (419)
"Effects of torsion on domains of coated SiFe sheets". (418)

Biörn Karlsson participated in the Solar World Congress,
Perth. Australia, 1983.
Oral presentation:
"Preparation, characterization and stability tests of
selectively absorbing oxides on stainless steel" (416).

Arne Roos participated in the SPIE-meeting "Optical Materials and
Process Technology for Energy Efficiency and Solar Applications,
San Diego, USA, August 23-25. 1983.
Oral presentation :
"Stability problems with oxidized copper solar absorbers" (421).

C-G. Ribbing participated in the IX International Vacuum Congress/
V International Conference on Solid Surfaces, Madrid, Sept. 26 -
Oct. 1, 1983.
Oral presentation:
"Heat-mirror properties of thin titanium-nitride films".

C-G. Ribbing participated in the IPAT Workshop "Window coatings
for energy saving" Brussels, February 20-22, 1984.
Invited presentation:
"Performance of some new transparent heat-mirror materials"
(428).

Leif Lundgren was invited to International Symposium on Disordered
Systems, IBM Res.lab. Ruschlikon, Zurich, Switzerland,
24-26 October 1983.

Thomtnv Karlsson participated in the BFR Conference "Windows in
Building Design and Maintenance", Gothenburg, June 13-15, 1984.
Poster presentation:
"Absorption in window coatings" (443).

Jonte Bernhard. Peter Gustafssop. H|kan Ohlsén participated in
EPS 4th General Conference, Condensed Matter Division, The Hague,
March 18-22, 1984.
Poiter presentations:
"Low temperature neutron diffraction studies of the magnetic
structure of hexagonal FeGe" (423).
"Measurement of the conduction electron g-factor in palladium"
(426).

"A method to determine absolute amplitudes in the deHaas-van
Alphen effect" (427).

Jonte Bernhard participated in the Spring meeting of The Danish
Physical Society, Helsingore, Denmark, 29-30 May 1984.



5.2 OTHER

Claes Bengtsson visited Institute fur Grundlagen and Theorie
der Elektrotechnik, Technische Universität, Wien, as
guest-researcher, April 1983 - March 1984.

Peter Svedlindh visited the Group of Low Temperatures, Twente
University of Technology, The Netherlands, as guest-researcher,
September 1983 - February 1984. (See section 2.1.2)

Peter Gustafsson and Hakan Ohlsén visited laboratories in Nijmagen,
Amsterdam and Enschede, Holland and Wien, Österreich, Sept 1983.

Lars Sandlund visited the Group of Low Temperatures, Twente
University of Technology, The Netherlands, 19-29 February 1984.

Per Nordblad visited Laboratoire de Physique des Solides, Université
Pfris Sud, Orsay, March 1 - May 31, 1984, for studies of non-'
met-dllic spin glasses (grant from Swedish Natural Science
Research Council).

Esa Valkonen visited The Thin Film Group, Loughborough Technical
University, England, December 1-15, 1983 for sputtering of
thin silver films.

Jonte Bernhard visited Rise National Laboratory, Roskilde.
Denmark, for neutron diffraction studies on hexagonal and cubic
FeGe, Feb ZO to March 17 and May 28 to August 1, 1984
I See section 2.1.3)

C-G. Ribbing received one of the two first annual awards from
G. Engström ASEA-foundation for energy research on December 30,
1983.

Thommv Karlsson. Per Nordblad and C-G. Ribbing participated in the
work of the jury for the 16th International Physics Olympiad,
Sigtuna, June 27, 1984.

Olof Beckman was invited as faculty opponent at the Department of
Solid State Physics, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm,
May 21, 1984. Thesis: "Experimental Studies of Transport
Properties in some Magnetic Metallic Systems" by Christer
Johannesson.

The Scientific Committee of the Swedish Council for Building Research

visited the Department of solid mechanics and the Optics group, Solid

state physics department on February 14, 1984.



E C O N O M I C S U P P O R T

Source Year Principal Amount

Investigator SEK

Uppsala University

Research (DKA) 83/84 0. Beckman 61.000

Grad. stud. 83/84 8.700

NFR (Swedish Natural Science Research Council)

F-Fu 2102-108 (Salaries, mtrl) 83/64 O. Beckman 417.300

R-RA 2102-110 (Visitor) 83/84 0. Beckman 6.400

BFR (Swedish Council for Building Research)

821669

830008

(Salaries,

(Salaries)

mtrl) 83/86

83/84

C-6

C-6

Ribbing

Ribbing

963

66

.000

.200

STU (Swedish Board for Technical Development)

82-4379 (Salaries, mtrl) 82/84 C-G Ribbing 150.450

FOA (National Defence Laboratory)

840403 84/85 C-G Ribbing 111.000



7. P U B L I C A T I O N S

7.1 PUBLISHED PAPERS

345. E. Valkonen, B. Karlsson, C.G. Ribbing
Solar optical properties of thin films of Ag. Cu, Au, Al,
Co, Fe, Cr and Ni.
Solar Energy. 22., 211-222 (1984)

346. B. Karlsson. T. Karlsson, C.G. Ribbing
Heat-transport and solar transmission through windows with
low-emitting coatings.
Journal of Thermal Insulation. !_, 111-127 (1983)

384. 0. Beckman
Nobelpriset i Fysik 1982
Kosmos 10, 7-14 (1983)

385. P. Nordblad. P. Svedlindh, L. Lundgren, O. Beckman
Time effects of the field cooled magnetization of « Au(Fe)
spin glass.
Nato Adv. Study Inst.. Geilo, Norway, April 10-21, (1983)
liulticritical Phenomena, 379-82 Plenum (1984)

387. P. Nordblad, L. Lundgren, O. Beckman
Magnetic cluster effects in FeSi Ge .
Physica Scripta 2j», 246-48 (1983?~X X

388. P. Nordblad, L. Lundgren
High temperature oven for vibrating sample magnetometers,
J. of Phys. E JJ5. 1029-30 (1983)

401. S.E. Hörnström, A. Roos, A. Kampf, S-E. Karlsson,
B. Westerstrandh
Optical properties and surface composition of oxidized
copper for solar absorbers.
Solar Energy Materials I, 367-399 (1984)

403. T. Karlsson, A. Roos
Optical properties and spectral selectivity of copper oxide
on stainless steel.
Solar Energy Materials UL:1. 105-119 (1984)

408. H. Ohlsen, P. Gustafsson, L. Nordborg, S.P. Hörnfeldt
Measurements of the conduction electron g-factor in
palladium.
Phys Rev 131, 3022-27 (1964)
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421. A. Roos. S.E. Hörnström
Stability problems with oxidized copper solar absorbers.
Proc. SPIE, _4_28, 175-181 (1983)

422. A. Roos, B. Uesterstrandh, B. Karlsson
Selective properties of oxidized copper.
ASES: Progress in Solar Energy, vol. 6. 453-58 (1983)

437. 0. Beckman, B. Kjöllerström, T. Sundström
Energilära. Grundläggande termodynamik för högskolestudier.
Almqvist & Wiksell, ISBN 91-20-06717-4, (1984)

448. A.R. King, D.P. Delanger, P. Nordblad, V. Jaccarino
Capacitance measurement of magnetic specific heat.
J. Appl. Phys. 55. 2410-12, (1984)

7.2 CONFERENCE PAPERS

418. H. Pfutzner, C. Bengtsson, M. Zehetbauer
Effects of torsion on domains of coated Si-Fe sheets.
Intermag. Conf. 1984

419. C. Bengtsson, H. Pfutzner
Stray fields at grain boundaries in demagnetized stress
coated Hi-B sheets.
Intermag. Conf. 1984

423. 3. Bernhard, B. Lebech, 0. Beckman
Low temperature neutron diffraction studies of the magnetic
structure of hexagonal FeGe
4th Gen. Conf. of CMO of EPS (1984)

426. H. Ohlsén, P. Gustafsson, L. Nordborg
Measurements of the conduction electron g-factor in
palladium.
4th Gen. Conf. CMO, EPS. Haag 19-23 March (1984)

427. L. Nordborg, P. Gustafsson, H. Ohlsén
A method to determine absolute amplitudes in the deHaas-
van Alphen effect
4th Gen. Conf. CMO, EPS, Haag 19-23 March (1984)

426. T. Karlsson, B. Karlsson, C-G. Ribbing
Performance of some new transparent heat-mirror materials
IPAT Workshop, Brussels, 21-22 Feb (1984)

443. T. Karlsson, C-G Ribbing, A. Roos, E. Valkonen
Absorption in window coatings, Windows in Building Design
and Maintenance, Gothenburg, June 1984
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7.3 INTERNAL REPORTS AND MANUSCRIPTS

407. J. Bernhard, B. Lebech, 0. Beckman
Neutron diffraction studies of the low temperature magnetic
structure of hexagonal FeGe.
In printing J. Phys. F (1984)

409. L. Nordborg, P. Gustafsson, H. Ohlsen, S.P. Hörnfeldt
Absolute amplitudes in the de Haas-van Alphen effect.
Manuscript (1983)

410. W. Estrada, C-li. Ribbing
Temperature dependence of the absorption edge in pyrolytic
CdS.
UPTEC 83 55 R (!983)

415. 0. Forsberg, S. Haraldson
Oxygen consumption and detection of the radicals 07

and OH' in reoxygenated cells.
UPTEC 83 91 R (1983)

416. T. Karlsson, E. Valkonen, B. Karlsson
Preparation, characterization and stability tests of
selectively absorbing oxides on stainless steel.
Submitted to Solar Energy (1983)

417. C-6. Ribbing
Optisk selektivitet hos oxider pa rostfritt stål.
En slutrapport till Styrelsen för teknisk utveckling.
UPTEC 83 94 R (1983)

424. C-6 Ribbing, B. Karlsson
On the selection of oxides for metal-based tandem absorbers
Ace. Thin Solid Films (1984)

425. S. Ramasamy, L. Lundgren
A vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) for automatic data
acquisition.
UPTEC 83 45 R (1983)

429. W. Estrada, T. Karlsson, A. Roos
Investigation of pyrolytic CdS- and SnO -films
UPTEC 83 63 R (1983)

431. L. Sandlund
Vibrerande-prov magnetometer för supraledande 13.2 T magnet
i temperaturområdet 1.5 • 300 K.
UPTEC 83 125 E

432. C. Bengtsson, H. Pfutzner. K. Hoffmann
Domain modifications due to compression perpendicular to
the rolling direction of coated HI-B sheets.
Accepted for publication in IEEE Trans. Mag. 1984

436. H. Pfutzner, C. Bengtsson, A. Leeb
Domain investigations on coated, unpolished SiFe sheets.
Submitted for publication in IEEE Trans. Mag. 1984


